English and French ambitions. But while the early years of the port were to be dominated by a military rule-of-law, the very beginnings of a settlement in the area had a different ruleof-law-or lack of it! When Sir Humphrey Gilbert, a court favorite of Queen Elizabeth I, approached the harbour on 3 August 1583, it was a place dominated by the amateur (and usually rough) justice of "fishing admirals"-those of highest rank who made first landfall in the spring at the beginning of the lucrative and seasonal fishing on the nearby Grand Banks. The importance of this still only temporarily settled place was not lost to Sir Gilbert and his entourage: "We made ready our fights and prepared to enter the harbour, and resistance to the contrary notwithstanding, there being within [the harbour] all nations to the number of 36 sail." Stepping ashore on a narrow strip of beach in the harbour, he planted the standard of St. George firmly into the sand and claimed (it was hoped) the more-established rule of English law. With that gesture the first flag of importance found its place in the history of the settlement-signalling an era of colonization and conquest that was to culminate in the British Empire. Ironically, Sir Gilbert's flag was to leave a more lasting impression upon the village's inhabitants than he did, for only 17 days later (after much carousing and feasting over the great event!) he set sail for England only to be lost with his ship and all hands during a storm at sea. Now that England's first colony had been formally declared, it stood, like Sir Gilbert's flag of St. George, as a mark in the sand that England had to ensure no enemy crossed. Thus began the military-dominated era of development in St. John's. The soldiers and their ordnance came, as did all things then, by sea; and brought with them a naval appreciation of flags as a means of long-distance communication. The geography of the harbour itself Sir Humphrey Gilbert. Newfoundland Historic Trust.
Early scene of St. John's harbour. Newfoundland Historic Trust. played a crucial role: St. John's harbour was one of the most naturally protected in the world, being virtually invisible to ships at sea. Bounded against the stormy north Atlantic Ocean to the southeast by the Southside Hills, and to the northeast by the mount of Signal Hill, the only approach into the harbour was by the very aptly named "Narrows". Otherwise, the harbour was landlocked-the Narrows being such that only one ship at a time could pass through its treacherous rocks and shoals. Rapidly, this sole entrance was studded above from both sides with battlements and forts; the cannons of the Queen's Battery to the north, and the palisades of Fort Amherst to the south. Maps of the time showed the emerging town defined by such names as Military Road, the Garrison Church, the Commissariat, Fort William-and more ominous names like "Dead Man's Pond" and the decidedly punitive "Gibbet Hill".
Signal Hill, over 500 feet high, commanded the most strategic place in an area of strategic places. Having a clear view over the entire harbour to the west, inland, and out over many miles to the east over the Atlantic, it was a natural venue for signalling flags. While appropriately called Signal Hill, it had been informally known before as simply "the Lookout"-as indeed it was. The system of signalling was simple, as all effective and utilitarian codes are, and it borrowed much from maritime usage, including the ship mast design of the signalling masts themselves. The purpose of the system was simple too: to advise the populace in the town below whether to prepare for the arrival and victualling of a packet ship with its anticipated cargoes, or warn them of an approaching enemy "man o' war". The first permanent structure erected on the Hill was, no wonder, a military blockhouse devoted solely to flag signalling, in 1796.
View of harbour looking east c. 1798 (note depiction of signal masts, flying pennants, to the right behind "Gibbet Hill"). Newfoundland Historic Trust.
The flag charts of this period were hand-drawn and pigmented with watercolour, and were continually updated and copied liberally from each other with varying degrees of accuracy. Their appearance, as was their purpose, was utilitarian. Most space was devoted to depicting and explaining the system of pennants and canvas balls used to communicate most signals. All signals flew from a single mast fitted with a broad yardarm which was oriented on a north-south axis. Combinations of these solid-coloured pennants (usually either red, white, or blue) and the balls, hoisted at various heights on the halyards, denoted the origin, number, size, and intent of approaching ships. The harbour below, protected yet blinded by its encircling hills, was thus informed of goings-on on the open sea. The main mast halyard was usually for the primary or more important signal, with the lower north and south yardarm halyards reserved for signals describing oncoming ships from either the north or south respectively. The military nature of the port's affairs was readily betrayed on the charts to the viewer by such signal designations as "Transport with Infantry" (a red over a blue pennant); "Armed Vessel" (Union Flag under a yellow pennant); "Enemy Fleet" (appropriately, a French Tricolour!); and still others, such as "Frigate", "2-decker", "Enemy North", and "Enemy South". The only allowance for pictorials or decoration on the otherwise gridded and regimented layout of the flag charts was usually a scene of flag-signalling in action from a heavily-fortified signal station on Signal Hill, relaying a military signal to a warship in the Narrows below. In all, an impression of a siege mentality was suggested, and since St. John's fell to the French several times during this period-frequently after bloody confrontations on the slopes of the Hill itself-such a mentality was justified! However, the charts of this period also show that St. John's existed for more than military advantage. The port's ongoing and growing commercial importance was documented by various national flags of friendly trading nations, and by the emerging company flags of early St. John's merchants and ship owners. The pennant/ball signalling code hinted at the crossroads vitality of the port, as well as the military considerations, with designations such as Cork, London, Madeira, Bermuda, New York, Boston, and "Parts of The World Not Specified"! Through the company or "house" flags, the beginnings of a corporate genealogy of St. John's businesses and merchant families can be traced in later flag charts, as names and flags were inherited or passed down. Companies like Baine, Johnston & Co. (a white over blue bicolour with a blue pennant beneath), which exist today in St. John's, find themselves listed on "Early" flag chart-c. 1770, 1790, 1805, or a modern 20th-century 
A -Quidi Vidi ("Kitty Vitty") fort & village E -Southside Hills B -Signal Hill F -Cape Spear C -various fortifications around St. John's (to the east of this view -(note finger piers along harbour's edge) not shown) D -the harbour G -"The Narrows"
with the fall of Quidi Vidi back into the hands of the English, and their planned advance upon the rear of the fortifications of St. John's, the end of French ambitions in the New World had begun.
So too was heralded the beginning of the end of St. John's as primarily a military outpost. As the port evolved from mainly military to commercial interests, the number of commercial and signalling flags increased rapidly, ushering in a golden age of flags in St. John's.
The Golden Age of Flag Signals: c. 1800-c. 1900
By around 1800, with the flag masts of Signal Hill and the city of St. John's securely in British hands, the ensured peace and stability meant that the port could now focus on things economic rather than military. The expanding wealth and industry of the British Empire followed, linked together by overseas trade to her now-numerous colonies around the globe. Once again the geographic position of St. John's on the highway of the Atlantic was exploited; but this time by the merchant families and ship owners of the city, not soldiers and sailors. Large and slow "men o' war" were being replaced on the high seas by the smaller and speedier schooners and clipper ships in a growing quest for trade and fortune on a global scale. The salt-cod currency of the St. John's merchant class found its way to the hot climes of the Caribbean in exchange for tropical fruits, spices, and sugar which, once again by way of St. John's, found their way to many English tables (as did a certain Jamaican rum-still infamously known today as "Newfie Screech"!). The merchants of the city, with their owned or leased fleets of "fish boxes"-a less-than-fond term for ships saturated with the pungent odour of their many salt-cod cargoes-grew in wealth and influence in step with the quickening pace of the Industrial Revolution. Many surviving Victorian mansions and buildings of old St. John's attest to the commercial energy of the late 19th century in the city, not to mention the rest of the world. The signal and commercial flags vividly depict this as well. During this last period of St. John's economic importance the role of these flags reached its height.
Appropriately, in the previous years, the actual signalling system expanded to the task ahead. St. John's was the most easterly inhabitable point of North America. However, the actual geographic honour belonged to a shoal-infested, barren windswept promontory known as Cape Spear. The Cape was several more kilometers to the east from the mouth of the Narrows, and had a clear view of both the Narrows and Signal Hill to the west across Freshwater Bay. By the 1800s, it had already been the site of several successive lighthouses. The oldest surviving one today dates from 1834-restored to its former glory-complete with a tall flag-signalling mast.
With Cape Spear fitted with its own signalling mast, the entire flag signalling system reached even further out to sea. Upon sighting ships distant in the east through his telescope, the lighthouse keeper, now drafted into the role of signalman, would hoist the appropriate signal(s) to relay, via Signal Hill's own mast to the west, his information to the city along the harbour below. Still hidden from the seas it depended on for its livelihood, St. John's life revolved around the sightings of flags above on Signal Hill. With the mast at Cape Spear added into the signalling system, the advance notice of approaching ships increased greatly, adding much valuable preparation time for the individual merchant to muster his workers to receive his ships for unloading and reloading. A point adjacent to the mast on Signal Hill, known still today as "Ladies' Lookout", suggested that the flags announced not only cargoes, but the arrival of long-absent loved ones as well! The pennant/ball code of signals remained mostly unchanged during this time, however, many of the military designations shifted to the more civilian and more innocent terms such as "Sail #" and "Schooner". But where the commercial can be seen to overtake and replace the military considerations of the port is in the sheer number and variety of the company flags depicted in flag charts of this period. Flag charts of the 1800s are much more numerous than those of the centuries before. However, and almost without exception, they were the province of one man, John William Hayward (1843-1913), a self-taught artist and son of a wealthy merchant family of the city. Along with landscape paintings and engraved vignettes of contemporary St. John's life, Hayward produced many signal flag charts, many in watercolour, and some as mass-produced lithographed broadsheets complete with advertisements of prominent city businesses. Hayward's charts showed many new businesses and families joining the ranks of prominence by acquiring their own house flags, and prominent they were. Families such as the Ayres, Bowrings, Bairds, and Harveys of St. John's were perhaps more important to the commercial and social life of the city then than were the Eatons, Simpsons, or Gooderhams to Toronto, or the Rockefellers and Vanderbilts to New York. While "Hayward's Flags" (as this aspect of his work is often called), may lose some accuracy to the researcher by their decorative Victorian exuberance, it is that same exuberance and his decorative depiction of the signal and commercial flags of St. John's that gives important clues to the prominent place these flags played in the city's life. Hayward's charts bustle with the life of a busy day along the docks in the harbour. Depictions of the many house flags are interspersed with vignettes of banks, refitted ships, dry goods stores, and even a brewery (E. W.
St. John's in 1879 (note signal mast on Signal Hill's blockhouse in the lower right corner). Author's collection.
Bennett, shown on one chart with its premises complete with house flag flying above). Hayward provides us with the literal context in which the flags were seen, and used, by his contemporaries.
The flags became more than means of signalling and identification, they the flags had made the transition to commercial usage as a logo or brand name. Everyone recognized the Bowring line of ships as those with the red saltire on white (a shrewd choice of design; having a flag the same as that of St. Patrick-in a city composed mostly of Irish Roman Catholics!), the Job Brothers logo was, right up to the company's demise in the early 1980s, that of the "Blue Peter" over the red pennant, and so on. No doubt Hayward, an artist born of a well-connected merchant family himself, hoped to flatter promising patrons of his work by the inclusion of their flag in his latest chart. As such, Hayward's charts showed signals of sorts that never were as obvious as those fluttering on a mast but no less important-those advising those "below" on the social ladder of those in the "top-100" of St. John's life.
"The Corrected Code of Signals" 1862
With all the flag charts seemingly authored by John William Hayward (and his intent being less-than-accurate documentation on flags of this period), the vexillologist must strike out at tangents to find new sources of information. The author of this paper was very fortunate to discover the existence, in December 1982, of a chart not by Hayward, and to this day, not published nor reviewed by any source (the present owner, Mrs. Olga Ayre, has yet to give the author permission to photograph the chart, as it is in a delicate condition). "The Corrected Code of Merchants Signals of St. John's" was made by John B. Ayre in 1862. The author of this paper was able to document the chart during a visit with the owner in December 1982, and portions of this "draft document" appear here. The chart is a pencil and watercolour sketch approximately 24" x 36" on paper. The colour is still good, although verdi-gris (an acid deterioration brought on by use of green pigments) has rendered some colours hard to distinguish. In design and content, it effectively bridges the gap between the early military years of the City and the later, more commercial era. It is very similar in layout to the early charts, the flags being laid out in a grid pattern with little decoration, and much space given over to listing the pennant/ball codes of the time. It also shows a large number of company flags that list many of the names familiar to the Hayward charts-indeed, this chart may have been one that inspired and informed Hayward. Ayre's chart provides a much-needed further source of direct documentation on these flags. Unlike the early charts, which were anonymous works with little background information, the Ayre chart has a specific author who can be placed historically as a prominent merchant of the time, one who had easy access to firsthand information on the flags of his business colleagues. Also, in his title itself, the word "corrected" suggests that his main intent in documentation was to remove previous errors perpetuated by other charts of the period. The date stated by the title means that we can date his chart as coming (c. 1860) before any of Hayward's efforts on the subject, thus providing a good crossreference to his accuracy.
The "Fish Boxes"
Besides the existing flag charts, the persistent researcher has another avenue to pursue-ship paintings. It became a great tradition to document, in watercolour or oil, the individual ships of a merchant's or ship company's trading fleet. Along with documenting the size and type of the ship in question, it was natural that the appropriate signal or commercial flags for that ship be depicted as well. The period of the clipper ship, the schooner, and the various "fish boxes" was one of great pride on the part of the ship owners and merchants. Their reputations and business success were directly attributable to the size and speed of their respective fleets. Add to that the legal considerations of maritime insurance and ownership, these ship paintings are as reliable as photographs in the detail they depict. With the technical rather than the artistic being these paintings' intent we see the actual use of the commercial and signal flags. A ship such as the "Flirt" of 1832 shows ownership by the firm of Ewen Stabb (a red & white quartered flag) and yet the flag is noted on both the Ayre & Hayward charts as belonging to "E. Stalb & Sons [sic] , and "H. J. Stabb", respectively. Thus the ship paintings also provide research alternatives to confirm the accuracy of the charts. The ships the "Antoinette" and the "James O'Neill" (both of 1905), as another example, were owned by William A. Munn (a blue over white bicolour flag). But that design shows up in the charts as that of Baine Johnston & Co.-a much older and still existing company. Since the Munn firm also exists today as an insurance concern, there is obvious confusion as to whose flag it is. Several other firms, however, used this flag (for example W. Grieve & Co. in the Ayre chart, and Thorburn & Tessier on a Hayward chart), but they augmented it by flying it under a red pennant, something which may have been omitted during use at sea. Thus cross-referencing various sources can glean additional insight for the vexillologist-but can also just make him cross-eyed! Also, just by glancing at any chart of flags, the viewer can see that without much exception, all the flags were in either red, white, or blue. Since the majority of major sea-faring nations had flags of those colours, it was a matter "Antoinette" owned by Wm. A. Munn, 1905 . Brunswick Press. "James O'Neill" owned by Wm. A. Munn, 1905 (Note that flag also appears as that of Baine Johnstone/ Jonstone, among others). Brunswick Press. of odds that most ship chandlers (or suppliers) stocked fabrics for flag use only in these popular shades. It was inevitable that the individual merchant would settle for a design that was most easy to make in a hurry, and flags featuring less-used colours such as yellow or green may have meant a long wait for the needed fabrics. Thus we can see the role manufacturers had in design. Above all, functional and practical were watchwords. Fortunately for the student of flags, the result was worth the frugality!
The City of St. John's Today
The last signalling mast came down, through disuse, around 1958. This was almost 10 years after Newfoundland transitioned from the oldest colony of Britain to the youngest province of Canada (in April of 1949). During the next 25 years or so, when Newfoundland deemed the past to be a thing discarded in the onward rush to the future as a modern province, the history of St. John's signal flags was relegated to dusty attics and archives-almost forgotten. Fortunately, since the restoration and preservation efforts in the city dating from the mid-1970s-especially those efforts of the Newfoundland Historic Trust, in association with Parks Canada Historic Sites-the saga of this colourful part of the city's past has come to light. The visitor to the city can obtain various publications and posters of the charts from both the National Historic Sites of Signal Hill, and Cape Spear. Also, the gift shops of the Newfoundland Historic Trust, located in the Newfoundland Museum's locations on Duckworth Street, and at the historic Murray Premises on the 
